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The Akashic Records holds the key for you to unlock your
heart for you to reclaim and be Your Authentic Self.

Exploring Your Personal
Akashic Records and Energies

(Level 1)

with Tammi Rager

This workshop introduces a wide variety of spiritual principles that are intricately connected to the
Akashic Records. By seeing an overview of these different principles and how they work together, you
can begin to see how all life is connected.

But more importantly, you begin to understand how these principles interact in your everyday life. This
workshop will not only help you to gain access to your individual Akashic Records, it will empower you
on multiple levels of daily life.

This is an intense workshop that has been designed to be appropriate for any level of attendee. The only
real requirement is an open mind and desire to think outside the box.

In this experiential workshop, you will:
Find ways to recognize, work with and raise your personal energy vibrations
Discover Universal Symbols and Principles at work in your daily life
Find out what the Akashic Records are…
o what types of information they contain
o how information is imprinted on them
o their history/references to them in history
Explore past life energies/patterns that influence on your present lifetime
Meet your Master Teacher (who works with and maintains your personal Records)
Connect with a new levels of guidance from your spiritual assistants
Be introduced to Guidelines and Ethics for working with your Akashic Records
Experience multiple meditations that are included during this workshop, including:
o Grounding/Centering (chakra balancing)
o Meet Your Master Teacher
o Accessing the Akashic Library/Your Personal Akashic Record

Prerequisite: None
Price: $120.00 (pre-registration required)

Date: Thursday, November 1st, 2012
Time: 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm (4 hours)
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Welcome to Infinite Possibilities of the Akashic Records

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human experience.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955) French Jesuit Priest, Paleontologist and Philosopher

You’ve probably already recognized that you are a spiritual being having a human
experience. Yet in spite of this recognition, the illusionary boundaries of third-
dimensional realities seem to exhaust you on all levels of your being? Still, deep
within your heart, you hear the whisperings of your soul, reminding you, that there is
a deeper meaning and purpose behind your life experiences.

There is a tremendous wealth of spiritual knowledge and information that lies just
beyond the edge of your consciousness. Yet this information is accessible to you
and in connecting with it, it can illuminate and liberate your life and spirit beyond the
third-dimensional limitations of today.

The Divine Being that you are (or your Authentic Self), urges you to seek and find a
more profound experience to understand the depth and meaning of your soul. Your
Authentic Self asks you to remember and reconnect with it on a conscious level. It
invites you to open your consciousness to the infinite possibilities that lies within the
Akashic Records.

Your Akashic Records are almost like documentation of your soul’s evolution and
growth through multiple lifetimes and the time between physical incarnations. The
Akashic Records offers each and every person a vast amount of information about
the nature of their soul, their individual spiritual evolution and Universal Spiritual
Principles. Yes, all this and more lies within your reach… just at the edge of your
consciousness.

One key to accessing this infinite source of wisdom is through Akashic Record
Workshops with Tammi Rager. Tammi is a life-long student of metaphysical and
esoteric studies. She was introduced to the Akashic Hall in the ‘90s has studied and
worked with the Akashic Records for over 15 years. Tammi has assisted individuals
seeking spiritual growth for over 20 years and now has an international clientele.

At the request of her clients and spiritual seekers, Tammi’s created a comprehensive,
step-by-step system to support others in their quest to access and work with their
individual Akashic Records. This teaching system encourages individuals to see
beyond their current realities and reconnect with their Authentic Self (the true spiri-
tual being they are).

Tammi’s system is actually more than just “reading the Akashic Records”. It is an
in-depth system that helps one to explore universal principles, discover the energies
that shapes the human experience of the Soul and balance past/present lifetime
energies for true freedom to occur.

Through numerous workshops and teachings, Tammi has restructured her system of
teachings into four distinct levels which supports you on your individual journey to
your desired level of Akashic Record learning. Each level builds on the previous
workshop information and offers you the unique ability to learn, experience and
grow at your own pace.

Working with the information found in your Records allows you to bring past/
present/future into current moment, or “now”;; so change, forgiveness, understand-
ing, manifestation, growth, releasing, transcendence and more can occur at a deep
soul level. Being able to interact with your own Records also helps you to be at one
with all other living beings.

In addition to accessing infinite wisdom for spiritual growth and freedom, you can
experience profound transformation, healing, releasing, understanding and rebalan-
cing of limiting energies (from your past lives and the present lifetime) on the soul
level through these workshops. These workshops provide not only intense methods
for spiritual empowerment, but generate spiritual healing which allows you to “live
the life you desire”.

The time has come for you to be the person
you were designed and intended to be…

so ask yourself this:

Are you ready for the next stage
of your spiritual evolution?

Do you feel there is a purpose to your
life you need to re-‐connect to for
true peace to reside in your heart?

Is it time for you to discover and
heal your Soul and transform your life?

If you answered “YES” to any of these questions,
then perhaps the information revealed within
these workshops can assist you in the next

step on your spiritual journey.

Tammi Rager
Workshop Creator & Facilitator

20+ Years Professional Intuitive Experience
with an International Clientele

Akashic Record Interpreter, Author and
Workshop Certification Facilitator

Angelic Communicator and Angel Heart Blessing
Author and Product Designer

Numerology Expert on SelfGrowth.com,
Advanced Master Numerologist
and “Numerologist to the Stars”

Respected Authority on Metaphysical,
New Age and Esoteric Knowledge

Often referred to as “the Teacher’s Teacher” for spiritual
knowledge in the Central Ohio Metaphysical Community

Featured Lecture/Workshop Presenter
on a wide variety of body-mind-spirit topics

Host of “The Now Age” on
TalktainmentRadio.com

Seen on National and Central Ohio Television

Read in National and Central Ohio Magazines

Heard internationally on BBC Radio,
National and Central Ohio Radio

DreamWeaver Magazine Publisher


